
CLEARING THE AIR
A VIRTUAL HEALING SPACE



WHAT IS A DDEI HEALING SPACE?

We believe addressing social trauma must be

a critical part of building equitable , inclusive

cultures . This is integral for us as and college

and as the largest academic health center in

the state. We acknowledge systemic racism is

a public health issue and perpetuates already

dire health disparities and determinants of

health. 

During this session we aim to create an open

and transparent atmosphere , necessary to

facilitate dialogue designed to serve as

healing spaces . We aim to create spaces for

individuals to express difficult , honest and

necessary thoughts and feelings . It is designed

as an opportunity/vehicle to aid personal

growth , and usher a collective commitment to

cultural humility and implicit bias .

WHY DDEI HEALING SPACE?

iOur experience uniquely positions us to create

an open and transparent  atmosphere ,

necessary to facilitate dialogue designed to

serve as healing spaces . We aim to create

spaces that allow individuals to express

difficult , honest and necessary expressions

about their personal thoughts , concerns , fears

and hopes as it relates to current the

emotional , often polarizing , racially-charged

climate of our daily social interactions . It is an

opportunity to help us all consciously listen to

the unique lived experiences of others to

understand a clearer picture of the world we

are experiencing. We believe addressing social

trauma and healing together as a community is

a critical part of building equitable , inclusive

cultures .



Feedback is Awesome!

“Listening to others,
especially from multiple

generations. I will vote. I will
use this information as fuel to

energize me - I want to play
my role in change”

"Hearing from people who
experience more overt

discrimination or
disparagement regarding
how I can better support

forward movement.  I will use
this information to become a

better
supporter/advocate/ally." 

"It was encouraging to hear that
I was not alone in my thoughts and
to have a safe space to discuss the

current climate of racial injustice
and events.  It also was helpful to

hear experiences and different
perspectives on topics that affect

our community as a whole." 

"This was an awesom session.  
I attended today and one of my co-
workers attended the first session
and we both agree that there was
no pressure just space to share or

not share.  Thanks
for offering! " 

"The space and
freedom to engage
with fears, feelings,

and the future."   Engaging, transformative, grace-filled  

therapeutic, authentic, open

interesting, eye-opening, supportive

educational and engaging





"It was good to
hear the thoughts

of individuals
willing to share.  I

will use the
information gained

to encourage
others to join the
Clearing the Air

sessions."

"Some of the experiences
that were recounted,

made me realize that I
don't know what its like to
be Black in America at all.
It outrages me when I see
blatant racism, but I never

notice the subtle
comments made by

people, Time to listen
more closely"

"Inspiring. Well, I feel that this is a
moment in history that will result

in real change, but I am also
concerned that things may get

way worse before they get better.
This healing space gave me hope
that I may be wrong about it and

that only the better days are
ahead of us."

"I enjoyed it and mostly
listened today.  I am

white and felt like I just
needed to listen and
hear how my African
American colleagues

are feeling. "
Amber led with

authenticity and that set
the tone for the

conversation. As political
and polarized our campus
can be, this was helpful in

breaking down barriers
and putting us all on the

same playing field. The Diverist Biith, Inc


